DO NOT INCLUDE THE NAME OF YOUR COUNTY OR CITY IN THIS APPLICATION.
TITLE OF ACTIVITY:
NUMBER OF MEMBERS IN COUNTY:

Highland Youth Garden
23,000

Entry #
MA404

NUMBER OF MEMBERS INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE
PROJECT:

17

PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTIVITY: (Not to exceed 80 words)
Highland Youth Garden (HYG) is a ½ acre youth-focused learning garden. Three vacant lots were transformed
beginning in 2009 from an eyesore into a neighborhood oasis. The garden includes a high tunnel, raised beds, an
education center with classroom seating, an herb garden, a field area for planting row crops, a native perennials area,
a peaceful seating area, and local art. As a result of sweat and contributions from volunteers, recent additions
include a berry patch and a grape arbor
PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF RESPONSE FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. Briefly state the need and objectives for this activity. (20%)
Service to youth sets HYG apart from other community gardens. HYG has served more than 750 youth, providing
most with their first opportunity to understand the source of their food and heighten their awareness of healthy
eating. The vast majority first visits the garden believing vegetables come only in cans, but they have now helped
them grow. Historically, less than 30 percent of Highland Elementary students have passed the state science
achievement test and most come from homes that are below the poverty level. To address these challenges, HYG
worked with Highland Elementary to provide a curriculum aligned with state science standards and supporting the
school’s STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) priority. Most recently the garden served as a weekly
learning opportunity for students from the Columbus Bi-Lingual Academy (CBA). In 2014, the CBA’s 160 Kindergarten
through 7th grade students came to the garden each week with their teachers to work and learn with the garden
team. The children’s activities include planting, caring for, and harvesting the crops, as well as garden lessons.
In 2015 we hope to serve neighborhood children; the Columbus Bi-Lingual Academy; Highland Elementary; the
Shalom Zone’s summer Freedom School; J Ashburn, Jr. Youth Center; and the Dowd Center; and expect
approximately 400 children to participate in garden activities. A garden educator will provide school and summer
program classrooms and neighborhood children with weekly lessons in the garden on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays. These classes, which will explore topics in horticulture, environmental science, and nutrition, also form
the basis for additional follow-up STEM learning in the classroom (e.g., turning plant measurements into graphing).
Bi-weekly cooking instruction will take place at one of the schools. Special events will draw children and families into
the garden, typically monthly on Saturdays, when children have the chance to plan and prepare “feasts” based on the
vegetables, fruits, and herbs that are ready for harvest.
Our need is funding to support a garden educator who will be in the garden Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays from
mid-April through October, working with the children and their teachers.
2. Describe the program planning process for your county activity. (20%)
The HYG program for 2015 was planned by the Highland Youth Garden leadership team, OSU Extension, the OSU
Medical Center (nutrition and cooking), the schools and summer programs that we serve. OSU Extension and
OSU Medical Center have worked with us in planning a bi-weekly food and nutrition program to which families of
the students who visit the garden will be invited. Recipes and meals will be demonstrated using vegetables, fruits
and herbs that the children have harvested, and families will take home the recipes and produce needed to
replicate the meals at home. The HYG garden educator will participate in these sessions.
Leaders of the schools and summer programs for neighborhood youth have participated in our summer planning
for their time in the garden. In addition, OSU Extension and their Junior Master Gardener program have been
important resources.
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TITLE OF ACTIVITY:

Highland Youth Garden

NUMBER OF MEMBERS INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE
PROJECT:

17

3. Explain how you implemented the activity. (20%)
The 2015, the Highland Youth Garden (HYG) program was implemented with broad collaboration and support. As
we anticipated, the Farm Bureau, the HYG leadership team (including a Farm Bureau member and four Master
Gardener Volunteers), OSU Extension, the OSU Medical Center (including its chef), the schools, the Columbus
Medical Association’s Youth Advisory Committee, and Battelle, among others, were instrumental in the success of
this year’s activities, including school and summer programs.
Financial support provided two garden educators for the garden who worked with the 240 children who visited
the garden with their classrooms, and many more who came during the summer and on Saturdays. A Farm
Bureau member’s leadership assured strong agricultural practices and brought harvest success. A successful and
bountiful harvest is essential because produce grown in the garden goes in large measure to these school
children and their families and is used in our nutrition education program. Because much of the garden’s success
is based on volunteers, volunteer time by farm bureau members was also critical.
New to the garden this year was the “Chefs in the City Program,” which involved close collaboration with OSU
Extension and OSU Medical Center. We worked together to plan crops, harvest, and conduct a bi-weekly food
and nutrition program to which families of the students who visit the garden were invited. Recipes and meals
were prepared and tasted, all using vegetables, fruits and herbs the children had harvested, and children and
parents were able to take home produce to replicate the meals in their kitchens.
4. What makes your activity unique or brings a new focus to your county Farm Bureau’s work? (10%)
Immersing a significant inner-city population of children and teachers in hands-on gardening and nutritionfocused cooking activities further strengthened the Farm Bureau’s agriculture education objectives. From April
until November, including summer months, 240 school children between the ages of 4 and 14, and their teachers,
got their hands dirty, their knowledge expanded, and their taste buds tingled through our urban agriculture
program. And even though they might not have realized it, they learned about nutrition. The children’s
involvement in every aspect of gardening, their opportunities to learn, and the tasting (just this week it was sweet
potatoes mashed with lemon balm and chives, accompanied by requests for raw broccoli and raw cabbage), is
growing an awareness of urban agriculture in this very young population while they learn to savor the HYG crops.
5. What were the results of the activity, including the impact and benefit to Farm Bureau and/or your local
farming community? (30%).
The HYG’s volunteers helped the Farm Bureau multiply efforts to educate urban children, teachers, and parents
about horticulture production and good nutrition. It also allowed commercial growers the opportunity to
connect with and impact consumers. The HYG serves as a model to urban agriculture programs.

DO NOT INCLUDE THE NAME OF YOUR COUNTY OR CITY IN THIS APPLICATION.
TITLE OF ACTIVITY: NEWSPAPER COMMODITY ADS
NUMBER OF MEMBERS IN COUNTY:

3726

Entry #
MA413

NUMBER OF MEMBERS INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE
PROJECT:

26

PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTIVITY: (Not to exceed 80 words)
We will be designing and running colorful ads devoted to a different agricultural commodity or livestock specie each
month with interesting trivia facts about the commodity. The ads are designed to pique peoples’ interest in learning
more about each commodity and directing them to Farm Bureau where we can advise them of different programs
where they can attend and learn more and also advise them of Farm Bureau membership as a way of supporting local
family farms and receiving many many member benefits.
PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF RESPONSE FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. Briefly state the need and objectives for this activity. (20%)
a. Our county is becoming very urbanized and many people are not familiar with their agricultural
neighbors.
b. We run the ads in a local newspaper which is a free publication reaching every household in the
county. The ads are very ‘eye-catching’ typically raise more interest and questions from the readers.
c. The ads direct readers to our Farm Bureau office, our website, and our FaceBook page.
d. The overall objective is to keep reaching people and keep creating opportunities for our volunteers to
get in front of non-farmers to help educate them about how farmers are addressing issues of
importance to consumers.
e. The ads have resulted in invitations to speak to service clubs, school groups, senior citizen clubs and
others. We have also had the opportunity to personally invite callers to our annual farm tour,
dinners, fair booth, etc.
2. Describe the program planning process for your county activity. (20%)
a. Over the years our Farm Bureau has worked very hard to recruit and train volunteers willing to go out
and speak to groups and “get in front of people” to tell agriculture’s story. We have not had much
difficulty recruiting the volunteers but we have experienced difficulty arranging opportunities to schedule
speaking events and others.
b. A committee of six volunteers looked at different methods that we might use to reach people who might
give us the opportunity to tell our story. The conclusion was that we did not have a good way of
identifying who all these groups of people might be. They hit upon the idea of ads that would direct
interested readers to Farm Bureau where we could arrange to meet personally.
c. We came upon the idea of the ads but realized we lacked the artistic skill to make the ads as eye-catching
as they needed to be for our purpose.
d. We recruited numerous volunteers within Farm Bureau to research their particular commodities to come
up with trivia facts for each ad. Then we got help from OFBF for necessary artwork and design for eye
appeal.
e. Then we arranged to place the ads each month on a timely basis according to the commodity (i.e. Maple
syrup in March, etc.)
f. We also worked with our existing volunteer base to be certain we had speakers/presenters just in case
some group wanted someone specific to that commodity or was just interested in general agricultural
information.
g. Because we run the ads regularly we receive a discounted rate from the paper. We have also received
some support from a couple of commodity groups toward their month’s ad but our outlay is still very high
for a county Farm Bureau. So far our trustees are happy with the results, however.
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3. Explain how you implemented the activity. (20%) We recruited members representing various types of agriculture
within our county. Those volunteers provided interesting facts about their commodity and type of agriculture. Our
editing committee then selected specific facts to be included in each ad submitted to the paper. In some cases,
commodity groups have helped to sponsor specific ads so they also had editing privileges prior to submission of the
ad to the paper. OFBF Communications Division helped us with design of each ad to make them colorful and eye
appealing. Commodities were chosen to appeal seasonally for local shopping, especially for consumers looking to
“buy local” for foods from nearby farms. Each ad noted that readers who wished to ‘learn more’ could contact Farm
Bureau through our website, FaceBook, or by phone to the office. The office could direct people to local farms
retailing specific products, could arrange for speakers to appear at group meetings, and would –especially – use caller
info to reach out to interested parties concerning membership.
4. What makes your activity unique or brings a new focus your county Farm Bureau’s work? (10%) Agriculture in our
county is very diversified. Urban sprawl has consumed huge tracts and tillable acreage is much more widespread. It is
difficult for farmers to move equipment from one field to another on heavily travelled roads. More and more small
farms with niche commodities are springing up which creates a growing need for consumer awareness. As advocates
for our members, it behooves Farm Bureau to inform consumers about products and services available in their ‘back
yards’ thanks to creative farmers. Needless to say it also creates a reason for the niche farmers to be Farm Bureau
members.
5. What were the results of the activity, including the impact and benefit to Farm Bureau and/or your local farming
community? (30%) Our website and FaceBook page continue to get growing numbers of ‘hits’ and the occurrence is
always close to the appearance of another monthly ad in this local newspaper. The members contributing to the ads
have enjoyed researching their own commodities to discover information that was unknown even to them prior to
being asked to submit. Our informal speakers’ bureau has received 11 invitations to provide a speaker for service
clubs and school groups directly as a result of the ads. We have had 6 other invitations indirectly because someone
heard a speaker while attending an ad generated meeting. We have added 13 new active members because they
wanted included on our ‘buying local’ list that is provided callers resulting from these ads. We have a growing list of
people to approach when we introduce our Our Ohio Supporter status.
The ads have most definitely raised community awareness of Farm Bureau as a viable organization within the
community. Our volunteers are feeling much more comfortable in approaching people with our slogan, “Support local
family farms by involvement in Farm Bureau”, because they no longer have to go into an extended explanation of
what Farm Bureau is.

DO NOT INCLUDE THE NAME OF YOUR COUNTY OR CITY IN THIS APPLICATION.
TITLE OF ACTIVITY:

Season’s Harvest

NUMBER OF MEMBERS IN COUNTY:

3726

Entry #
ME412

NUMBER OF MEMBERS INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE
PROJECT:

48

PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTIVITY: (Not to exceed 80 words)
Season’s Harvest is a gourmet dinner fundraiser hosted in the growing fields of a local farm and supporting our local
food bank. So the program is a combination event that invites consumers to a farm to enjoy a meal prepared with
locally grown commodities and locally raised animals (speaking with EASE) and supporting our food bank (Farmers
Feed Our Needs).
PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF RESPONSE FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. Briefly state the need and objectives for this activity. (20%)
a. Our county is becoming more urbanized. Our farmers need to be more transparent about their
operations to our urban neighbors. Hosting a dinner in a farm field and giving tours of the farm helps
with transparency.
b. Farmers whose commodities were used for the meal are seated among the paying guests and get to
discuss their farming operations with them.
c. The wait staff for the meal is Farm Bureau volunteers and they meet with guests during the wine and
appetizers portion of the evening to also discuss their different farm operations.
d. The chef explains his food choices and preparation of each course and our vintner describes why he
paired a particular to complement that course.
e. A spokesperson for the local food bank explains the need within the county for foods for people and
then describes how much food they can purchase for needy families using the proceeds from the
dinner.
f. Guests are chauffeured from the parking area to the dining area in new GM vehicles by the GM sales
people to highlight the Farm Bureau member benefit.
2. Describe the program planning process for your county activity. (20%)
a. The committee solicits applications from area farms wishing to be the host location.
b. The committee visits each farm and rates it for visual appeal, unique aspects, availability of a bad
weather alternative facility, parking, ease of access, etc. Site is typically chosen one year in advance.
c. Foodstuffs are either donated by farm members or purchased for cost to maximize the dollars for the
food bank.
d. The chef plans the menu once he knows what foodstuffs are being provided. Vintner then selects his
wines for pairing.
e. Volunteers are recruited for serving, etc.
f. Advertising is done through local papers (news releases, not purchased ads), PSAs on the radio, mailings
by Farm Bureau and the food bank, fliers at the winery, and posters in various locations.
g. Table linens, flatware, glassware and china, tables and chairs are all rented for the evening.
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3. Explain how you implemented the activity. (20%) The volunteer committee selected the host farm one year ahead
of time. Then the committee met with the chef to basically outline the meal deciding on meats for each course and
his suggestions for vegetables and/or fruits that are good accompaniment for those meats. From that they built a list
of prospective farmer members that produce those meats and vegetable – especially noting which farmers would
also be good dinner attendees to discuss their farming operations with guests. The host farms are chosen for eye
appeal and attendee comfort. For example, livestock farms may have some odors detected during tours but the
dinner site is chosen in a location not impacted by odors. Then the committee got pictures and other materials
together for promotional pieces and got help from OFBF to design fliers, post cards, posters, etc. Finally the
committee contacted Farm Bureau volunteers to provide staffing for the evening – parking crew, shuttle drivers, wait
staff, dish crew, setup/take down, etc. The event is advertised through media, county website, FaceBook, mailings to
members of our business partners, the charity benefitting from the dinner proceeds, our local Chamber of Commerce
and the county Leadership Class alumni.
4. What makes your activity unique or brings a new focus your county Farm Bureau’s work? (10%) Our county is
increasingly urban because of its location. The dinner provides a unique opportunity to bring urban business people
out to the farm and, through social interaction, give them exposure to agricultural practices. It also creates very
positive local feeling about Farm Bureau because of our support of the local food bank through this activity and
others. A very valuable side benefit is that it gives our farmer volunteers exposure to, and a comfort level with,
consumers and their questions and concerns.
5. What were the results of the activity, including the impact and benefit to Farm Bureau and/or your local farming
community? (30%) This year we offered people the opportunity to register on-line for the event or to call into our
office. The results were phenomenal! Our goal was 100 guests and then we went to 110. Finally the chef advised us
he could do 125. We ended up with 128 paid attendees and still had 24 on a waiting list. The result was a total of
$8,000 raised for the food bank and a minimum of 20 attendee suggestions to raise our asking price from $80 to
$100. More importantly, we had sufficient volunteers that we pulled several key people off of wait staff and had
them be “roaming resources” to answer questions or concerns from small groups and individuals. We received
numerous compliments for that last minute addition. The local newspaper sent a photographer and reporter and the
news coverage was very positive. We have seen two letters to the editor praising the event. Thanks to many Farm
Bureau members wanting to be part of such a successful event, we increased our expected volunteer involvement by
over 35% (48 to 66). Our attendees were some of our best salespeople. Several mentioned at their table that they
read about our event in their Farm Bureau magazine. This resulted in several people asking how to get the magazine
and we were able to discuss membership with them. We did secure two memberships that evening and got prospects
for additional ones.

DO NOT INCLUDE THE NAME OF YOUR COUNTY OR CITY IN THIS APPLICATION.
TITLE OF ACTIVITY:

Ag Education Tent

NUMBER OF MEMBERS IN COUNTY:

3726

Entry #
ME2407

NUMBER OF MEMBERS INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE
PROJECT:

75

PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTIVITY: (Not to exceed 80 words)
Starting with our county fair we are hosting a walk-through tent with numerous displays and ‘hands-on’ stations for
parents and children to learn about all agriculture – row crops, livestock, fruits and vegetables, nursery and
greenhouse, llamas & alpacas, and others. This is a combined effort of Farm Bureau, Extension and 4-H, Soil and
Water, and our county career center. After the fair we will move the stations to other events such as our dinner on
the farm and our showing of Farmland.
PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF RESPONSE FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. Briefly state the need and objectives for this activity. (20%)
a. We are really working in our county to educate urbanites that have relocated from metropolitan
areas as to what their new neighbors do and also make them realize the personal value to them to
retain farming and the rural atmosphere that enticed them to build in the county.
b. Working with other agricultural agencies gives us a well-rounded display that is relatively easy to
erect and disassemble and move to a variety of locations. Working with several agencies also gives us
a greater variety of venues at which to have our display.
c. Combining the physical display with our other program of commodity ad in the local newspaper
allows people greater access to information.
d. Gearing the display to parents and children also opens up opportunities for our volunteers to make
speaking presentations in schools and adult meetings.
e. With this program it is difficult to measure precise impact but we are very certain that it will really
increase our ‘friends’ on FaceBook and the hits on our website which should result in greater demand
to attend our various events that we gear to consumers.
2. Describe the program planning process for your county activity. (20%)
a. Our county fair board had noticed tremendously reduced traffic in the one building where various
organizations, including Farm Bureau, had erected static displays to help educate the public. Working
with the fair board our committee developed the concept of an ag education tent more closely
positioned near non-farmer traffic flow.
b. Farm Bureau accepted responsibility (even to agreeing to rent the tent) and then recruited assistance
from the other agencies.
c. The combined groups developed displays and stations for the tent space with plans to reach kids and
parents.
d. Fair week is a busy week so many volunteers had to be recruited to give us just a few hours on one
specific day of the week to man a station or be available for questions.
e. Fortunately we had numerous members who had attended Speaking with EASE and were eager to have
the opportunity to apply those skills in meaningful conversations.
f. Although we concentrated on our fair week in the initial planning, other opportunities for moving the
display around to venues started to surface. We mainly see it as a “fair weather” program but it certainly
could be modified to use in the winter months also.
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3. Explain how you implemented the activity. (20%) One of the best venues to reach the non-farming public is during
our county fair. We decided to place a true educational exhibit on the fairgrounds that would be ‘family-friendly. We
first had to secure approval from the fair board to locate near the midway where the non-farming public frequented.
To do that we needed to rent large tents and create displays within the tents that would draw children since the kids
would bring their parents. We created a petting zoo, lasso a steer from bale horses, farm trivia games, meet a farmer,
and a corn ‘sandbox’ with farm equipment toys. Every day a volunteer farm family occupied the tent to explain their
farming operations and answer questions from the people attending. Each recruited farm family was trained in the
“Speaking with E.A.S.E.” program to be prepared to deal with questions and assertions from the public. We needed
many volunteers because every farmer is so busy during fair week that we could not ask for more than a few hours
from each volunteer.
4. What makes your activity unique or brings a new focus your county Farm Bureau’s work? (10%) Our county is
becoming increasingly suburban and new residents do not understand the farming operations that create the
atmosphere that drew them here from more metropolitan areas. To live in harmony we need to create opportunities
for our farmers to educate their new neighbors and for our farmers to understand their neighbors concerns. It is no
longer sufficient to say, “we were here first”.
5. What were the results of the activity, including the impact and benefit to Farm Bureau and/or your local farming
community? (30%) The results of our program exceeded our expectations! We had posters in the tents showing the
various farm families that would be there each day. Many people returned to the fair on subsequent days just to
meet and talk with other farm families they had noted on the posters. Families with younger children enjoyed the
respite from the hubbub of the midway. Their kids played the games, petted the animals, and challenged parents to
the agricultural trivia questions. SWCD, OSU Ext., Pioneer Seed, and Case IH added more technical displays that were
of real interest to the adults. Each family coming into the tent was given information about Farm Bureau, especially
our member benefits. We have built quite a ‘prospect’ list from the attendees and will approach them about
membership, opportunities to tell our story to other groups like churches, service clubs, etc. Our estimated count of
people making the tour through the two tents exceeded 3,000; which is a number that we would not be able to reach
with other programming in a full year. The fair board was thrilled with the attendance that they noticed and have
already asked us to repeat next year.

DO NOT INCLUDE THE NAME OF YOUR COUNTY OR CITY IN THIS APPLICATION.
TITLE OF ACTIVITY:

Young Farmer Council

NUMBER OF MEMBERS IN COUNTY:

3726

Entry #
MS412

NUMBER OF MEMBERS INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE
PROJECT:

26

PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTIVITY: (Not to exceed 80 words)
A program to allow young farm couples access to family-oriented social occasions and educational experiences to
prepare them for continuing to farm in a county that is becoming more urban. We combine informative meetings
with light meals and beverage. The informational meetings often utilize speakers from Ohio Farm Bureau,
Nationwide, SWCD, and local elected officials.
PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF RESPONSE FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. Briefly state the need and objectives for this activity. (20%)
a. The need is obvious – our available farmland is shrinking. Our family farms cannot support us and our
parents/grandparents.
b. All of us want to continue farming but we have to look at agricultural supplements that will increase
gross dollars from the same acreage. We use our meetings to study various alternatives for this
situation.
c. The urban population creates a new consumer base more oriented to farmers’ markets, “natural”
foods and other commodities. We have programming to help us analyze these alternatives in each of
our unique situations.
d. We can’t be all work and hope to continue the involvement and interest of our members and so we
propose social events to “spice up” the total program and ask the county trustees to help underwrite
some of the cost.
e. We want to see our members grow in their personal Farm Bureau and community involvement.
Some of our members have successfully run for elections as trustee and delegate. Others have
chaired or assisted with county-wide Farm Bureau events. Our goal is to keep them growing in the
accepting of leadership roles.
2. Describe the program planning process for your county activity. (20%)
a. We started with some hand-picked young adults – most of them adult children of active Farm Bureau
members- and had them come to an initial meeting.
b. That core group built a list of friends and family, some who still needed recruited into Farm Bureau, and
planned a pizza get-together at no charge because the county Farm Bureau agreed to pay the cost.
c. Once we have a larger group to plan ideas for programs, speakers, activities, then we will work from our
county data base to really open up the invitations for participants.
d. We would like to meet year-round but so many of our young farmers work jobs off the farm and have to
help with farm chores in the evening that planting and harvest seasons are just too difficult. A core group
will continue to meet to handle event details for upcoming programs.
e. The group will also function as a community council for the county Farm Bureau by drafting proposed
policies for our various discussion topics over the year.
f. Since so many of these participants know other persons their age who have not yet joined Farm Bureau,
they are challenged to fulfill “each one, sign one” during our annual membership drive.
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3. Explain how you implemented the activity. (20%) An initial small group of young farmers approached the county
trustees about starting a separate group of young farmers that would be tied to Farm Bureau but would also have
special meetings and events geared to their age group and young families. The trustees expanded the budget line
item that had been based solely on monies for helping young farmers go to OFBF YAP conferences and gave our
group funds to secure some event venues and plan other activities. The office pulled a database list and did a mailing
on our behalf and the rest of us personally contacted friends. Once we had a larger group we started planning that
involved everyone so that different ideas were implemented.
4. What makes your activity unique or brings a new focus your county Farm Bureau’s work? (10%) Farm Bureau has
certainly recognized young farmers for some time (contests, leadership, etc.) but not so much as creating an actual
entity in each county. Our group has really stressed leadership development and the power of Farm Bureau to
resolve issues through group consensus. As traditional livestock and row crop operations dwindle in our county due
to urban sprawl, our young farmers need to consider other agricultural options and having other young farmers to
meet with and having the resources of Farm Bureau to research those options is very helpful.
5. What were the results of the activity, including the impact and benefit to Farm Bureau and/or your local farming
community? (30%) Our young farmer group has grown from an original corps of 8 to now having 54 on our roster and
usually having 26 or 27 in attendance each time we meet. Interest in Farm Bureau has resulted in every one of those
young farm families having their own Farm Bureau membership – up from only 13 originally. We have had issue
meetings on a wide variety of topics – OFBF leadership opportunities, pipeline information, Land as Your Legacy
(jointly with our parents), Farm Bureau policy – from local input to state and national implementation, and many
others. Our county board numbers 15 and we now have 8 trustees that are from our young farmer group – one is a
“graduate” who is now too old. Two of our members were Ambassadors during this last membership campaign. We
sent 12 young farmers to the YAP winter conference. Our county ceased having Family Fun Nights in February
because the children of the active volunteers outgrew that kind of event and no one picked up the ball. We brought
back the fun night and had more than 100 families of all ages at our event last March.

